{{Company Name}} {{Series No.}} {{EB}} (the "SPV"),
a series of Wefunder SPV, LLC, a Delaware limited liability
company(the "LLC")

Subscription Agreement

{{Company Name}} {{Series No.}} {{EB}} (the "SPV"), a series of Wefunder SPV, LLC (the “LLC”), is a special purpose
vehicle that will invest all of its assets in securities issued by {{Company Name}} (the "Company). By making an
investment in the SPV through the Wefunder website, I understand and agree to the representations set forth below.
I have reviewed the following information and documents in connection with this Subscription Agreement:

1. The information on the Wefunder website about the Company. I acknowledge that this information was prepared solely
by either the Company or a third party whose work has been verified by the Company, and that none of Wefunder, Inc.,
Wefunder Portal, LLC, Wefunder Admin, LLC or Wefunder Advisors, LLC, nor any of their affiliates, employees or
agents, are responsible for the adequacy, completeness, or accuracy of this information;

2. The Form C relating to this investment, which provides information about investment in the Company through the use of
the SPV;

3. The Series Appendix, an appendix to the Wefunder SPV, LLC limited liability company agreement (the “L
LLC
Agreement"), which sets forth certain specific terms of the SPV;

4. The Terms Appendix, which summarizes the terms of the Company securities to be purchased by the SPV;
5. The LLC Agreement, which sets forth other terms applicable to each SPV;
6. This Subscription Agreement, which sets forth the terms governing your investment in the SPV, and that sets forth certain
representations you are making in connection with your investment in the SPV;

7. The Wefunder Investor Agreement; and
8. The Wefunder Terms of Service.
By making an investment in the SPV through the Wefunder website, I agree to be bound by this Subscription Agreement
and the terms of the other agreements listed above with respect to my investment in the SPV.

Subscription Agreement
SCOPE OF AGREEMENT AND INVESTOR ELIGIBILITY REPRESENTATIONS

A. This agreement ("Agreement") applies to each investment in a series ("SPV") of Wefunder SPV, LLC (the "LLC"). Each
series is a separate pool of assets from every other series. Each SPV will invest all of its assets in securities issued by a
single company ("Company") as set forth in the applicable series appendix ("Series Appendix") to the Wefunder SPV, LLC
limited liability company agreement ("LLC Agreement"). The terms of the Company securities to be purchased by the SPV
are summarized in an appendix (“Terms Appendix”) attached to this Agreement.

B. Each SPV is formed by and operated by Wefunder Admin, LLC on behalf of the Company in whose securities that SPV
invests.

C. Important information about the Company, about the related SPV, and more generally about investments through the
Wefunder website, is available through the Wefunder website. The Investor should review that information, and all relevant
Company Information (as defined below), carefully before making an investment in any SPV.

D. Each SPV will offer membership interests ("Interests") in that SPV pursuant to Regulation Crowdfunding under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act").

E. You hereby agree that each time you make an investment in any SPV, you will be deemed to have entered into this
Agreement, and will be deemed to have made each representation and covenant contained in this Agreement.

F. Except as the context otherwise requires, any reference in this Subscription Agreement to:
1. a "SPV" shall mean "The LLC acting solely on behalf of and for the account of the SPV";
2. "Investor" and "you" shall mean a person (whether individually, jointly with another person, or through his or her
individual retirement account) who has agreed to invest, or has invested, in any SPV; and

3. "Company Information" means:
a. The information on the Wefunder website about the Company. I acknowledge that this information was prepared
solely by either the Company or a third party whose work has been verified by the Company, and that neither
Wefunder, Inc., Wefunder Portal, LLC, Wefunder Admin, LLC or Wefunder Advisors, LLC (together, the “Wefunder
entities,” nor any of their affiliates, employees or agents, are responsible for the adequacy, completeness, or
accuracy of this information;

b. The Form C relating to this investment, which provides information about investment in the Company through the use
of the SPV;

c. The Series Appendix, an appendix to the Wefunder SPV, LLC limited liability company agreement (the “LLC
Agreement"), which sets forth certain specific terms of the SPV;

d. The Terms Appendix, which summarizes the terms of the Company securities to be purchased by the SPV;
e. The LLC Agreement, which sets forth other terms applicable to each SPV;
f. This Subscription Agreement, which sets forth the terms governing your investment in the SPV, and that sets forth
certain representations you are making in connection with your investment in the SPV;

g. The Wefunder Investor Agreement; and
h. The Wefunder Terms of Service.
INVESTOR'S REPRESENTATIONS AND COVENANTS

1. Investor's Review of Information and Investment Decision
1.1. The Investor has carefully read and understands the Company Information. The Investor acknowledges that it has
made an independent decision to invest indirectly in the Company through the SPV and that, in making its decision
to invest in a SPV, the Investor has relied solely upon the Company Information, any other relevant information on
the Wefunder website, and independent investigations made by the Investor. The Investor understands that no
representations or warranties have been made to the Investor by the LLC, the relevant SPV, any administrator
appointed from time to time with respect to the SPV (the "Administrator"), any lead investor appointed from time
to time with respect to the SPV (the “Lead Investor”), or any partner, member, officer, employee, agent, affiliate or
subsidiary of any of them regarding the Company.

1.2. The Investor has been provided an opportunity to request additional information concerning the Company and
the offering through the Ask A Question feature on wefunder.com.

1.3. The Investor understands and agrees that neither Wefunder, Inc., Wefunder Portal, LLC, Wefunder Admin, LLC, any
of their affiliates, nor any director, manager, officer, shareholder, member, employee or agent of Wefunder, Inc.,
Wefunder Portal, LLC, Wefunder Admin, LLC or any of their affiliates (each, a “Wefunder Party,” and collectively,
"Wefunder Parties") shall be liable in connection with any information or omission of information contained in
materials prepared or supplied by the Company. Such materials may include, but are not limited to, information
provided by the Company in the Form C related to the offering, information available through the Wefunder website,
and materials distributed to the Investor by the SPV on behalf of a Company.

1.4. The Investor represents and agrees that no Wefunder Party has recommended or suggested any investment in a
SPV, or any investment related to a Company, to the Investor.

1.5. Investor understands that no Wefunder Party is an adviser to Investor, and that Investor is not an advisory or other
client of any Wefunder Party.

1.6. The Investor is not relying on any Wefunder Party or any other person or entity with respect to the legal,
accounting, business, investment, pension, tax or other economic considerations involved in this investment other
than the Investor's own advisers that are not affiliated with any of the foregoing persons.

1.7. The Investor has such knowledge and experience in financial and business matters that the Investor is capable of
evaluating the merits and risks of the Investor's investment in the SPV and is able to bear such risks. The Investor
has obtained, in the Investor's judgment, sufficient information to evaluate the merits and risks of such investment.
The Investor has evaluated the risks of investing in the SPV, understands there are substantial risks of loss
incidental to the purchase of an Interest and has determined that the Interest is a suitable investment for the
Investor and consistent with the general investment objectives of the Investor.

2. Investor's Representations Related To Investment in a SPV.
2.1. The Investor is acquiring the Interest for its own account, for investment purposes only and not with an intent to
resell or distribute the Interest (or any distributions received from the SPV in whole or in part), and the Investor
agrees that it will not sell or otherwise transfer the Interest unless in compliance with Regulation Crowdfunding and
other applicable securities laws, and with the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

2.2. The Investor's investment in the Interest is consistent with the investment purposes, objectives and cash flow
requirements of the Investor and will not adversely affect the Investor's overall need for diversification and
liquidity.

2.3. The Investor has all requisite power, authority and capacity to acquire and hold the Interest and to execute, deliver
and comply with the terms of each of the instruments required to be executed and delivered by the Investor in
connection with the Investor's subscription for the Interest, including without limitation this Subscription Agreement,
and such execution, delivery and compliance does not conflict with, or constitute a default under, any instruments
governing the Investor, any law, regulation or order, or any agreement or other undertaking to which the Investor is
a party or by which the Investor may be bound. If the Investor is an entity, the person executing and delivering
each of such instruments on behalf of the Investor has all requisite power, authority and capacity to execute and
deliver such instruments, and, upon request by the SPV, will furnish to the SPV a true and correct copy of any
instruments governing the Investor, including all amendments thereto. The signature on each of such instruments is
genuine and each of such instruments constitutes a legal, valid and binding obligation of the Investor enforceable
against the Investor in accordance with its terms.

2.4. The Wefunder Parties are each hereby authorized and instructed to accept and execute any instructions in
respect of the Interest given by the Investor in written or electronic form. The Wefunder Parties may rely
conclusively upon and shall incur no liability in respect of any action take upon any notice, consent, request,
instructions or other instrument believed in good faith to be genuine or to be signed by properly authorized
persons of the Investor.

2.5. Pursuant to the requirements of Treas. Reg. § 301.6109-1(c), the Investor has provided, or agrees to provide upon
the earlier of (i) two years of an acquisition of an Interest or (ii) twenty (20) days before any distribution is to be
made from the SPV, his, her or its taxpayer identification number (e.g., social security number or employer
identification number) under penalties of perjury and has or will attest that the Internal Revenue Service has not
notified the Investor that he, she or it is subject to backup withholding.

3. The Manager Has The Right To Reject Any Subscription, In Whole Or In Part.
3.1. The Investor understands that the SPV will not register as an investment company under the U.S. Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended (the "Investment Company Act"), nor will it make a public offering of its
securities within the United States.

3.2. The Investor understands that the value of all investments in any SPV made through individual retirement accounts
("IRAs") must be less than 25% of the value of the SPV’s assets.

3.3. If the Investor is investing in a SPV through an employee benefit plan of any kind, including an individual
retirement account (the "Plan"), and an individual or entity (the "Fiduciary") has entered into this Agreement on
behalf of the Plan, the Fiduciary hereby makes the following representations, warranties, and covenants:

(i) The Fiduciary is a fiduciary of the Plan who is authorized to invest Plan assets or is acting at the direction of a
Plan fiduciary authorized to invest Plan assets. The Fiduciary has determined that an investment in the Fund is
consistent with the Fiduciary's responsibilities to the Plan under Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, as amended ("ERISA") or other applicable law, and is qualified to make such investment decision. The
Fiduciary is authorized to make all representations, covenants and agreements set forth in this Agreement about
and on behalf of the Investor, and the Fiduciary hereby agrees that, except for the representations, covenants
and agreements contained in this section 3.3. all representations, covenants and agreements contained in this
Agreement are made on behalf of the Investor who is investing through the Plan.

(ii) The execution and delivery of this Subscription Agreement, and the investment contemplated hereby has been
duly authorized by all appropriate and necessary parties pursuant to the provisions of the instrument or
instruments governing the Plan and any related trust; and (B) will not violate, and is not otherwise inconsistent
with, the terms of such instrument or instruments.

(iii) The Fiduciary acknowledges that the assets of the Fund will be invested in accordance with the Company
Information related to that Fund.

(iv) The Plan's purchase and holding of an Interest will not constitute a non-exempt transaction prohibited under
ERISA, Section 4975 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code"), or any similar laws or other federal, state,
local, foreign or other laws or regulations applicable to the Plan and its investments. None of the Wefunder
entities nor any of their affiliates, agents, or employees: (A) exercises any authority or control with respect to the
management or disposition of assets of the Plan used to purchase an Interest, (B) renders investment advice
for a fee (pursuant to an agreement or understanding that such advice will serve as a primary basis for
investment decisions and that such advice will be based on the particular investment needs of the Plan), with
respect to such assets of the Plan, or has the authority to do so, or (C) is an employer maintaining or
contributing to, or any of whose employees are covered by, the Plan.

(v) The Fiduciary understands and agrees to the fee arrangements described in the Company Information.
(vi) The Fiduciary understands and agrees that, to prevent the assets of the SPV from being treated as "plan
assets" for purposes of ERISA and Section 4975 of the Code, the Investor may be prohibited from purchasing
or acquiring an Interest or may be required to redeem its Interest or a portion thereof.

3.4. The Investor acknowledges that the SPV and any Administrator, on the SPV’s behalf, may not accept any
investment from an Investor if the Investor cannot truthfully make the representations contained herein.

4. The Correctness And Accuracy Of All Information Provided By Investor To The LLC Or The SPV.
4.1. The Investor confirms that all information and documentation provided to the LLC, the SPV, and any
Administrator, including, but not limited to, all information regarding the Investor's identity, taxpayer identification
number, the source of the funds to be invested in the SPV, and the Investor’s eligibility to invest in offerings under
Regulation Crowdfunding, is true, correct and complete. Should any such information change or no longer be
accurate, the Investor agrees and covenants that they will promptly notify the Wefunder Parties of such changes
via the wefunder.com platform. The Investor agrees and covenants that he, she or it will maintain accurate and
up-to-date contact information (including email and mailing address) on the wefunder.com platform and will
promptly update such information in the event it changes or is no longer accurate.

4.2. The representations, warranties, agreements, undertakings and acknowledgments made by the Investor in this
Subscription Agreement will be relied upon by the LLC, the SPV, and any Administrator in determining the Fund's
compliance with federal and state securities laws, and shall survive the Investor's admission as a Member of the
SPV.

4.3. All information that the Investor has provided to the LLC, the SPV, and any Administrator concerning the
knowledge and experience of financial, tax and business matters of the Investor is correct and complete.

5. The Wefunder Parties’ Right To Use Investor Information.
5.1. The Investor agrees and consents to the Wefunder Parties, their delegates and their duly authorized agents and
any of their respective related, associated or affiliated companies obtaining, holding, using, disclosing and
processing the Investor's data:

a. to facilitate the acceptance, management and administration of the Investor's subscription for an
Interest on an on-going basis;

b. for any other specific purposes where the Investor has given specific consent to do so;
c. to carry out statistical analysis, market research, and tracking of investment performance over time;
d. to comply with legal or regulatory requirements applicable to the SPV and any Administrator or the Investor,
including, but not limited to, in connection with anti-money laundering and similar laws;

e. for disclosure or transfer to third parties including the Investor's financial adviser (where appropriate),
regulatory bodies, auditors, technology providers or to the SPV, any Administrator, any Lead Investor, and
their delegates or their duly appointed agents and any of their respective related, associated or affiliated
companies for the purposes specified above;

f. if the contents thereof are relevant to any issue in any action, suit or proceeding to which the LLC, the SPV,
any Administrator, any Lead Investor, or their affiliates are a party or by which they are or may be bound;

g. for other legitimate business of the LLC, the SPV, any Administrator, or any Lead Investor.
5.2. The Investor acknowledges and agrees that it will provide additional information or take such other actions as may
be necessary or advisable for the SPV or any Administrator (in the sole judgment of the SPV and/or any
Administrator) to comply with any disclosure and compliance policies, related legal process or appropriate
requests (whether formal or informal) or otherwise.

5.3. The Investor agrees and consents to disclosure by the LLC, the SPV and any of their agents, including any
Administrator or any Lead Investor, to relevant third parties of information pertaining to the Investor in respect of
disclosure and compliance policies or information requests related thereto. Without limiting the generality of the
foregoing, the Investor agrees that information about the Investor may be provided to the Company in whose
securities a SPV will or proposes to invest.

5.4. The Investor authorizes the LLC, the SPV, any Administrator, and each SPV service provider to disclose the
Investor's nonpublic personal information to comply with regulatory and contractual requirements applicable to the
SPV and its investments. Any such disclosure shall be permitted notwithstanding any privacy policy or similar
restrictions regarding the disclosure of the Investor's nonpublic personal information.

6. Key Risk Factors

6.1. The Investor understands that investment in a SPV may involve a complete loss of the Investor's investment. In
this regard, the Investor understands that such venture investments involve a high degree of risk, and that many or
most venture company investments lose money. An Investor may ultimately receive cash, securities, or a
combination of cash and securities (and in many cases nothing at all). If the Investor receives securities, the
securities may not be publicly traded, and may not have any significant value.

6.2. The Investor understands and agrees that the Interests are subject to restrictions on transfer and cannot be
redeemed. Instead, an Investor typically must hold his or her Interest in a SPV until the SPV has sold or
otherwise disposed of its investments and the SPV distributes its investments to the investors in the SPV (a
"Liquidation Event"). An Investor typically will not receive any distributions until such a Liquidation Event (and
may not receive anything even upon a Liquidation Event), which may not occur for many years. The Investor
must therefore bear the economic risk of holding their investment for an indefinite period of time.

6.3. The Investor understands and agrees that the Interests: (a) have not been registered under the Securities Act or
any other law of the United States, or under the securities laws of any state or other jurisdiction, and therefore an
Interest cannot be resold, pledged, assigned or otherwise disposed of unless it is so registered or an exemption
from registration is available; and (b) can only be transferred as permitted under Regulation Crowdfunding and
subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement.

6.4. The Investor understands that no guarantees have been made to the Investor about future performance or
financial results of the SPV, and an investment in the SPV may result in a gain or loss upon termination or
liquidation of the SPV. It is possible that the investors in a SPV will have "phantom income," which could require
them to pay taxes on their investment in a SPV even though the SPV does not distribute any income (or does not
distribute sufficient income to pay the taxes).

6.5. The Investor understands and agrees that the SPV was formed by and is operated by Wefunder Admin, LLC on
behalf of the Company. Investors will have no right to manage or influence the management of any SPV or of the
LLC.

6.6. The Investor understands and agrees that the Company may appoint a Lead Investor and that, if appointed,
pursuant to a power of attorney granted by the Investor in the Investor Agreement, the Lead Investor will exercise
voting authority on behalf of the Investor with respect to the SPV securities the Investor owns.

6.7. The Investor represents that he or she has read and understands the risk factors contained in the Company
Information. The Investor understands and agrees that each Company is solely responsible for providing risk
factors, conflicts of interest, and other disclosures that investors should consider when investing in securities
issued by that Company (including through a SPV), and that the Wefunder Parties have no ability to assure, and
have not in any way assured, that any or all such risk factors, conflicts of interest and other disclosures have been
presented fully and fairly, or have been presented at all.

6.8. The Investor understands that any privacy statements, reports or other communications regarding the SPV and
the Investor's investment in the SPV (including annual and other updates, and tax documents) will be delivered via
electronic means, including through wefunder.com. The Investor hereby consents to electronic delivery as
described in the preceding sentence. In so consenting, the Investor acknowledges that email messages are not
secure and may contain computer viruses or other defects, may not be accurately replicated on other systems, or
may be intercepted, deleted or interfered with, with or without the knowledge of the sender or the intended
recipient. The Investor also acknowledges that an email from the Wefunder Parties may be accessed by recipients
other than the Investor and may be interfered with, may contain computer viruses or other defects and may not be
successfully replicated on other systems. No Wefunder Party gives any warranties in relation to these matters.

6.9. The Investor understands and agrees that if he, she or it does not provide a valid taxpayer identification number
under penalties of perjury, and attest that the Investor has not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service that
he, she or it is subject to backup withholding, the SPV will be required to withhold from any proceeds otherwise
payable to the Investor an amount necessary to satisfy the SPV’s backup withholding obligations.

6.10. The Investor understands and agrees that if he, she or it does not provide a valid taxpayer identification number to
the SPV, the SPV will withhold from any proceeds otherwise payable to the Investor an amount necessary for the
SPV to satisfy its tax withholding obligations with respect to such amount. The SPV may also withhold any other
amounts representing the SPV’s reasonable estimation of penalties that may be charged by the Internal Revenue
Service or any other taxing authority as a result of the Investor’s failure to provide a valid taxpayer identification
number.

7. Compliance With Anti-Money Laundering Laws.
7.1. The Investor represents and warrants that the Investor's investment was not directly or indirectly derived from
illegal activities, including any activities that would violate U.S. Federal or State laws or any laws and regulations
of other countries.

7.2. The Investor acknowledges that U.S. Federal law, regulations and Executive Orders administered by the
U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control ("OFAC") may prohibit the SPV, any Administrator, or
any Lead Investor from, among other things, engaging in transactions with, and the provision of services to,
persons on the list of Specially Designated Nationals and Blocked Persons and persons, foreign countries and
territories that are the subject of U.S. sanctions administered by OFAC (collectively, the "OFAC Maintained
Sanctions").

7.3. The Investor acknowledges that the SPV prohibits the investment of funds by any persons or entities that are (i)
the subject of OFAC Maintained Sanctions, (ii) acting, directly or indirectly, in contravention of any applicable laws
and regulations, including anti-money laundering regulations or conventions, or on behalf of persons or entities
subject to an OFAC Maintained Sanction, (iii) acting, directly or indirectly, for a senior foreign political figure, any
member of a senior foreign political figure's immediate family or any close associate of a senior foreign political
figure, unless the SPV, after being specifically notified by the Investor in writing that it is such a person, conducts
further due diligence, and determines that such investment shall be permitted, or (iv) acting, directly or indirectly, for
a foreign shell bank (such persons or entities in (i) – (iv) are collectively referred to as "Prohibited Persons"). The

Investor represents and warrants that it is not, and is not acting directly or indirectly on behalf of, a Prohibited
Person.

7.4. To the extent the Investor has any beneficial owners, (i) it has carried out thorough due diligence to establish the
identities of such beneficial owners, (ii) based on such due diligence, the Investor reasonably believes that no such
beneficial owners are Prohibited Persons, (iii) it holds the evidence of such identities and status and will maintain
all such evidence for at least five years from the date of the liquidation or termination of the SPV, and (iv) it will
make available such information and any additional information requested by the SPV that is required under
applicable regulations.

7.5. The Investor acknowledges and agrees that the SPV or any Administrator may "freeze the account" of the Investor,
including, but not limited to, by suspending distributions from the SPV to which the Investor would otherwise be
entitled, if necessary to comply with anti-money laundering statutes or regulations.

7.6. The Investor acknowledges and agrees that the SPV and/or any Administrator, in complying with anti-money
laundering statutes, regulations and goals, may file voluntarily and/or as required by law suspicious activity reports
("SARs") or any other information with governmental and law enforcement agencies that identify transactions and
activities that the SPV or any Administrator or their agents reasonably determine to be suspicious, or is otherwise
required by law. The Investor acknowledges that the LLC, the SPV, and any Administrator are prohibited by law
from disclosing to third parties, including the Investor, any filing or the substance of any SARs.

7.7. The Investor agrees that, upon the request of the LLC, the SPV, or any Administrator, it will provide such
information as the LLC, the SPV, or any Administrator requires to satisfy applicable anti-money laundering laws
and regulations, including, without limitation, background documentation about the Investor

8. Regulatory Provisions
8.1. The Investor understands that no federal or state agency has passed upon the Interests or made any
findings or determination as to the fairness of this investment.

8.2. The Investor certifies that the information contained in the executed copy of Form W-9 submitted to the SPV (if
any) and/or the taxpayer identification provided to the SPV is correct. The Investor agrees to provide such
other documentation as the SPV determines may be necessary for the SPV to fulfill any tax reporting and/or
withholding requirements.

8.3. The Investor understands and agrees that the Company may cause the SPV to make an election under Section
754 of the Internal Revenue Code (the "Code") or an election to be treated as an "electing investment
partnership" for purposes of Section 743 of the Code. If the SPV elects to be treated as an electing investment
partnership, the Investor shall cooperate with the SPV to maintain that status and shall not take any action that
would be inconsistent with such election. Upon request, the Investor shall provide the SPV with any information
necessary to allow the SPV to comply with (a) its obligations to make tax basis adjustments under Section 734 or
743 of the Code and (b) its obligations as an electing investment partnership.

8.4. The Investor consents to receive any Schedule K-1 (Partner’s Share of Income, Deductions, Credits, etc.) from
the SPV electronically via email, the Internet and/or another electronic reporting medium in lieu of paper copies.
The Investor agrees that it will confirm this consent electronically at a future date in a manner set forth by the
Company at such time and as required by the electronic receipt consent rules set forth by the Internal Revenue
Service. The Investor may request a paper copy of the Investor’s Schedule K-1 by contacting Wefunder Inc. at
support@wefunder.com or such other email address as specified on the wefunder.com platform. Requesting a
paper copy will not constitute a withdrawal of the Investor’s consent to receive reports or other communications,
including Schedule K-1, electronically. The Investor may withdraw its consent for electronic delivery or change its
contact preferences for such delivery at any time by writing to support@wefunder.com or such other email
address as specified on the wefunder.com platform. Such withdrawal will take effect promptly after receipt,
unless otherwise agreed upon. Upon receipt of a withdrawal request, the SPV will confirm the withdrawal and the
date on which it takes effect in writing (either electronically or on paper). A withdrawal of consent does not apply
to a statement that was furnished electronically before the date on which the withdrawal of consent takes effect.
The SPV will cease providing information electronically upon termination of the SPV. Notwithstanding the
Investor’s consent to receive materials electronically, the Investor still may be required to print and attach its
Schedule K-1 to a federal, state or local tax return.

9. Miscellaneous Provisions
9.1. Indemnification.
9.1.1. The Investor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the LLC, the SPV, any Administrator, any Lead
Investor, or any partner, member, officer, employee, agent, affiliate or subsidiary of any of them, and
each other person, if any, who controls, is controlled by, or is under common control with, any of the
foregoing, within the meaning of Section 15 of the Securities Act, and their respective officers, directors,
partners, members, shareholders, owners, employees and agents (collectively, the "Indemnified
Parties") against any and all loss, liability, claim, damage and expense whatsoever (including all
expenses reasonably incurred in investigating, preparing or defending against any claim whatsoever)
arising out of or based upon (i) any false representation or warranty made by the Investor, or breach or
failure by the Investor to comply with any covenant or agreement made by the Investor, in this
Subscription Agreement or in any other document furnished by the Investor to any of the foregoing in
connection with this transaction, or (ii) any action for securities law violations instituted by the Investor
that is finally resolved by judgment against the Investor.

9.1.2. The Investor also agrees to indemnify each Indemnified Party for any and all costs, fees and expenses
(including legal fees and disbursements) in connection with any damages resulting from the Investor's
misrepresentation or misstatement contained herein, or the assertion of the Investor's lack of proper
authorization from the beneficial owner to enter into this Subscription Agreement or perform the
obligations hereof.

9.1.3. The Investor agrees to indemnify and hold harmless each Indemnified Party from and against any tax,
interest, additions to tax, penalties, reasonable attorneys' and accountants' fees and disbursements,
together with interest on the foregoing amounts at a rate determined by the SPV or any Administrator
computed from the date of payment through the date of reimbursement, arising from the failure to
withhold and pay over to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service or the taxing authority of any other
jurisdiction any amounts computed, as required by applicable law, with respect to the income or gains
allocated to or amounts distributed to the Investor with respect to its Interest during the period from the
Investor's acquisition of the Interest until the Investor's transfer of the Interest in accordance with this
Agreement, the LLC Agreement and Regulation Crowdfunding.

9.1.4. If for any reason (other than the willful misfeasance or gross negligence of the entity that would otherwise
be indemnified) the foregoing indemnification is unavailable to, or is insufficient to hold such Indemnified
Party harmless, then the Investor shall contribute to the amount paid or payable by the Indemnified Party
as a result of such loss, claim, damage or liability in such proportion as is appropriate to reflect not only
the relative benefits received by the Investor on the one hand and the Indemnified Parties on the other
but also the relative fault of the Investor and the Indemnified Parties, as well as any relevant equitable
considerations.

9.1.5. The reimbursement, indemnity and contribution obligations of the Investor under this section shall be in
addition to any liability that the Investor may otherwise have, and shall be binding upon and inure to the
benefit of any successors, assigns, heirs and personal representatives of the Indemnified Parties.

9.2. Limitation of Liability. The LLC is a Delaware "multi-series" limited liability company. As a multi-series limited
liability company, the LLC may operate multiple series with the benefit of segregation of assets and liabilities
among each of its series pursuant to the Delaware Limited Liability Company Act, as amended (the "Delaware
Act"). Accordingly, the Investor hereby agrees that the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses incurred,
contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to a series (including the SPV) shall be enforceable against the
assets of that series only and not against the LLC generally or the assets of any other series. In addition, none of
the debts, liabilities, obligations and expenses incurred, contracted for or otherwise existing with respect to the LLC
generally, or any particular series, shall be enforceable against the assets of any other series.

9.3. Counsel. The Investor understands that Morrison & Foerster LLP serves as legal counsel on certain matters to
Wefunder, Inc., Wefunder Portal, LLC, Wefunder Admin, LLC and Wefunder Advisors, LLC and not to the SPV or
any Investor by virtue of its investment in the SPV, and that no independent counsel has been retained to represent
the SPV or Investors in the SPV. The Investor also understands that Morrison & Foerster LLP has not
independently verified any factual assertions made in the Company Information or on the Wefunder website and
is not responsible for the SPV’s compliance with its investment program or applicable law.

9.4. Power of Attorney. The Investor hereby appoints each of the Company and Wefunder Admin, LLC as its
true and lawful representative and attorney-in-fact, in its name, place and stead to make, execute, sign,
acknowledge, swear to and file:

9.4.1. a Certificate of Formation of the LLC and any amendments required under the Delaware Act;
9.4.2. the LLC Agreement and any duly adopted amendments;
9.4.3. any and all instruments, certificates and other documents that may be deemed necessary or desirable to
effect the winding-up and termination of the LLC or the SPV (including a Certificate of Cancellation of
the Certificate of Formation); and

9.4.4. any business certificate, fictitious name certificate, related amendment or other instrument or
document of any kind necessary or desirable to accomplish the LLC's or the SPV’s business,
purpose and objectives or required by any applicable U.S., state, local or other law.
This power of attorney is coupled with an interest, is irrevocable, and shall survive and shall not be affected by the
subsequent death, disability, incompetency, termination, bankruptcy, insolvency or dissolution of the Investor;
provided, however, that this power of attorney will terminate upon the substitution of another SPV member for all
of the Investor's investment in the LLC or the SPV or upon the liquidation or termination of the LLC or the SPV.
The Investor hereby waives any and all defenses that may be available to contest, negate or disaffirm the actions
of the LLC, the SPV, and any Administrator taken in good faith under this power of attorney.

9.5. Confidentiality.
9.5.1. The Investor agrees that the Company Information and all financial statements (if any), tax reports (if
any), portfolio valuations (if any), private placement memoranda (if any), reviews or analyses of potential
or actual investments (if any), reports or other materials prepared or produced by the SPV and/or any
Administrator and all other documents and information concerning the affairs of the SPV and/or the
Fund's investments, including, without limitation, information about the Company, and/or the persons
directly or indirectly investing in the SPV (collectively, the "Confidential Information") that the Investor
may receive pursuant to or in accordance with the use of the Wefunder website, an investment in one or
more SPVs, or otherwise as a result of its ownership of an Interest in the SPV, constitute proprietary and
confidential information about the SPV, any Administrator, and/or any Lead Investor (the "Affected
Parties").

9.5.2. The Investor acknowledges that the Affected Parties derive independent economic value from the
Confidential Information not being generally known and that the Confidential Information is the subject of
reasonable efforts to maintain its secrecy. The Investor further acknowledges that the Confidential
Information is a trade secret, the disclosure of which is likely to cause substantial and irreparable
competitive harm to the Affected Companies or their respective businesses. The Investor shall not
reproduce any of the Confidential Information or portion thereof or make the contents thereof available to
any third party other than a disclosure on a need-to-know basis to the Investor's legal, accounting or
investment advisers, auditors and representatives (collectively, "Advisers"), except to the extent
compelled to do so in accordance with applicable law (in which case the Investor shall promptly notify the
SPV of the Investor's obligation to disclose any Confidential Information) or with respect to Confidential

Information that otherwise becomes publicly available other than through breach of this provision by the
Investor.

9.5.3. To the fullest extent permitted by law, the Investor agrees not to request disclosure or inspection of any
such information after the Investor is notified (whether in response to the Investor's request for
information or otherwise) that the SPV has determined not to disclose such information.

9.5.4. The Investor agrees that the LLC, the SPV, and the SPV service providers would be subject to potentially
irreparable injury as a result of any breach by the Investor of the covenants and agreements set forth in
this Item 9.5, and that monetary damages would not be sufficient to compensate or make whole the LLC,
the SPV, and the SPV services providers for any such breach. Accordingly, the Investor agrees that the
LLC, the SPV, and the SPV service providers shall be entitled to equitable and injunctive relief, on an
emergency, temporary, preliminary and/or permanent basis, to prevent any such breach or the
continuation thereof.

9.6. Amendments. Neither this Subscription Agreement nor any term hereof may be supplemented, changed, waived,
discharged or terminated except with the written consent of the Investor and the Company on behalf of the
relevant SPV. For the sake of clarity, the restriction on the Company in the preceding sentence applies solely to
the form of this Subscription Agreement applicable to SPVs that have had a closing, and does not prevent the
Company from changing the form and content of this Subscription Agreement for use in offerings of SPVs that
have not had a closing.

9.7. Assignability and Transferability. This Subscription Agreement is not transferable or assignable by the
Investor without the prior written consent of the Company on behalf of the SPV, and any transfer or
assignment in violation of this provision shall be null and void. The Interests in the SPV being acquired by
Investor herein may only be transferred by Investor in compliance with Regulation Crowdfunding and the terms
and conditions of this Agreement. If Investor seeks to transfer the Interests, Investor shall first give written
notice to the Company and Wefunder Admin, LLC, including the number of Interests that Investor desires to
transfer, the proposed price, the name and contact information of the proposed buyer, and any other
information that the Company or Wefunder Admin, LLC may reasonably request. To the extent possible, such
notice shall be provided through the Wefunder.com website. Any transfer of Interests shall be subject to
execution by Investor and the proposed transferee of appropriate documentation, as may be required by the
Company or Wefunder Admin, LLC, in their discretion. Investor further acknowledges that pursuant to the LLC
Agreement, Wefunder Admin, LLC (as Series Manager of the SPV), may impose additional restrictions on or
prohibit the Transfer of Interests for any reason or no reason, in its sole discretion.

9.8. Governing Law; Consent to Jurisdiction. Notwithstanding the place where this Subscription Agreement may be
executed by any of the parties hereto, the parties expressly agree that all the terms and provisions hereof shall be
construed under the laws of the State of Delaware. Any action or proceeding brought by the SPV or any SPV
service provider against one or more investors in the SPV relating in any way to this Subscription Agreement or the
LLC Agreement may, and any action or proceeding brought by any other party against the SPV or any SPV
service provider relating in any way to this Subscription Agreement or the Company Information shall, be brought
and enforced in the state courts of the State of Delaware located in Wilmington or (to the extent subject matter
jurisdiction exists therefore) in the courts of the United States located in the District of Delaware; and the Investor
and the SPV irrevocably submit to the jurisdiction of both such state and federal courts in respect of any such
action or proceeding. The Investor and the SPV irrevocably waive, to the fullest extent permitted by law, any
objection that they may now or hereafter have to laying the venue of any such action or proceeding in the courts of
the State of Delaware located in Wilmington or in the courts of the United States located in the District of Delaware
and any claim that any such action or proceeding brought in any such court has been brought in an inconvenient
forum.

9.9. Severability. If any provision of this Subscription Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under any applicable law,
then such provision shall be deemed inoperative to the extent that it may conflict therewith and shall be deemed
modified to conform with such applicable law. Any provision hereof that may be held invalid or unenforceable under
any applicable law shall not affect the validity or enforceability of any other provisions hereof, and to this extent the
provisions hereof shall be severable.

9.10.

Headings. The headings in this Subscription Agreement are for convenience of reference only, and shall not limit
or otherwise affect the meaning hereof.

9.11.

General. This Subscription Agreement shall be binding upon the Investor and the legal representatives, successors
and assigns of the Investor, shall survive the admission of the Investor as a member of a SPV, and shall, if the
Investor consists of more than one person, be the joint and several obligation of all such persons.
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